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the film is directed by David Dhawan,
who wrote the screenplay along with

Arun Vaidya, whose 2013 vehicle, Milan.
The film is produced by. The film will go

on. Deewana (2013) 720p Hd// Copyright
(c) Microsoft Corporation. // Licensed
under the MIT license. #pragma once
#include "NarrowPhaseMeshShape.h"

class StaticMesh { public: // Constructor
StaticMesh(); // Destructor ~StaticMesh()
= default; // Set vertex and indices void

SetVertexPositions(IndexBuffer
indexBuffer, VertexBuffer vertexBuffer,

uint32_t vertexCount); // Get Vertex
Positions and Indices void
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GetVertexPositions(IndexBuffer
indexBuffer, VertexBuffer vertexBuffer,

uint32_t vertexCount); // Make this mesh
discrete void MakeDiscrete(); private: //
Vertex and indices buffers IndexBuffer

indexBuffer; VertexBuffer vertexBuffer; //
Number of vertices uint32_t

m_vertexCount; }; Q: Is there a way to
"access" the imported array without

setting as the array? I would like to add
methods to arrays, that are imported
from another module using RequireJS
and AMD. Is it somehow possible to

"access" the array without setting it as
the array itself in the "main" file? //
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Main.js require(['path/to/Array1'],
function (arr1) { // Say I want to add

methods to the original array var temp =
arr1 // Why is this not possible?
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Department reported Monday that retail
sales increased 2.6 percent last month
from January 2017, well above the 1.9

percent gain economists had expected.
Excluding autos, sales were up 2.3

percent. The strength in retail sales was
reflected in every part of the economy.

On an unadjusted basis, service-
providing industries, including health

care and hotels, increased 6.0 percent.
Get Breaking News Delivered to Your

Inbox And non-durable goods, categories
that include food and clothing, rose 4.6

percent. Strong retail sales were
expected to give the Federal Reserve
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more confidence in its ability to keep
raising interest rates. The Fed on Jan. 17
raised rates for the first time since 2006
as it sought to counter slowing economic
growth and rising trade tensions. It cut

its economic outlook last month,
predicting slower growth and wage

gains, but said it would continue to raise
rates. Economists polled by Reuters had

forecast retail sales edging up 1.9
percent, after excluding autos, cars and

light trucks. Still, retailers' cautious
outlook and the likelihood that President

Trump's temporary travel ban will cut
U.S. visitor flows sent ripples through
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financial markets. Economists and
investors generally viewed the

Commerce report as strengthening the
case for higher interest rates rather than
weakening it. "This data is good news for
the Fed," said Michael Pearce, senior U.S.

economist at Capital Economics. "It
allows them to continue to feel confident

that they can raise interest rates and
gives them a stronger argument for

doing so." TECH-FREE WORKERS Retail
sales, which account for more than two-

thirds of U.S. economic activity,
increased for the third month in a row.

Though much of the increase came from
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automobiles, sales at auto dealers edged
up 0.3 percent last month, reflecting new-

car sales of 16.5 million vehicles,
according to Autod
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